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CAPABILITIES SUMMARY

IT AND BUSINESS PROCESS AUTOMATION

A SINGLE PLATFORM FOR UNLIMITED

Every organization is bogged down with manual, repetitive, time consuming
processes that are important, but not a strategic use of costly existing human capital.
To address this issue, Spotswood Consulting, provides an easy-to-use, drag-and-drop
automation solution.

AUTOMATED PROCESSES
AUTOMATION VERTICAL INDUSTRIES
• Financial
• Health Care
• Technology

By automating mundane, yet important processes, Spotswood Consulting’s customers are able to:
•

• Government
• Retail
• Hospitality
TOP USES FOR AUTOMATION
• FTP/SFTP
• Automated Report Generation and

•
•
•
•
•

Distribution
• Batch Processing
• Application Integration

•
•

• Database Queries, Transactions and Jobs
• Job Scheduling
• Web and Screen Scraping
• Replacing Scripting
AUTOMATION EXAMPLES
• SharePoint
• Exchange
• Active Directory

•
•
•
•
•
•

• ERP/CRM
• VMware

•
•
•

Lower costs, hassles and time associated with developing and maintaining code, scripts and
batch files
Achieve an average ROI in two months or less
Eliminate errors and response times resulting in increased productivity
Re-focus employees to strategic activities, where human interaction and thought add the most
value
Streamline inefficient processes and operations with reliable, repeatable, error-free automation
Orchestrate high-level, strategic initiatives involving multiple departments, systems, and
applications
Centralize the management, control, and security of automation across the enterprise
Enable a wide range of automation imperatives encompassing data aggregation, application
integration, system/application/network monitoring and problem resolution, disaster recovery,
file/data backup, and much more
Reduce process delays caused by computer downtime or employee off-time
Eliminate errors introduced by process delays and repetitive worker activities
Give knowledge workers access to fresher, more accurate data so they can make better, more
informed decisions
Provide a platform for enhanced collaboration between business users and technical personnel
for continuous process improvement
Make organizations more nimble and agile so they can respond to changes quickly
Enhance process compliance capabilities for improved adherence to government and industry
regulations and requirements
Optimize the key processes that attract business, regardless of existing infrastructure and legacy
applications
Eliminate the need for one-off scripts and code dispersed across the enterprise
Improving workforce productivity by eliminating costly, repetitive, and mundane activities

Spotswood Consulting is able to set an entirely new standard for server and desktop automation.
Built on the experience earned from delivering automation to customers across multiple vertical
markets. New features in the automation solution now add the power of virtual and cloud-based
SharePoint automation, computing environments, plus improved web-app interaction, to its
proven and award-winning track record.
Unleash the power of today's cost-friendly, flexible, on-demand computing resources, paired with
your on premise IT infrastructure. Integrate the Cloud with your in-house servers and software
systems by using dynamic, easy-to-deploy drag-and-drop tasks — all without writing a single line of
code.
Spotswood Consulting can assist you with automating repetitive manual process or tasks to reduce
your operational costs and gain efficiencies.
www.spotswoodconsulting.com
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